Red PPE Go Bag: Contents and Process

**Contents:**
- 9 universal blue gowns
- 9 face shields
- 9 small N95 (in clear plastic bag labeled with “S”)
- 9 regular N95 (in clear plastic bag labeled with “R”)
- 1 purple padlock seal

**Assembly Process:**
- Assemble all items into bag (as per contents above)
- Join the bag zipper (on top of bag) to the front pocket zipper and lock the two together with a white padlock seal

**Post Code Process:**
- Nursing Attendant delivers used PPE bag to Materials (secured with purple padlock) to exchange for a new bag
- Materials gives nursing attendant fully prepared replacement bag sealed with white padlock seal
- Materials will take inventory of the used bag and replenish per contents list
- The newly replenished bag will be secured with a white padlock seal
  (*Always have prepared bag readily available for post code exchange)
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